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Make 2018 a LifeStyle change for better Health...
May 2018
The BAD NEWS is today’s CANCER risks is 2 out of 3 in men and 1 out 2
women, will have CANCER in their
LifeStyle.
The GOOD NEWS is that you can do
something about it, you can survive
this epidemic, if you pay attention to
your LifeStyle choices, by NOT
FEEDING your CANCER/ILLNESS
with chemically laced FOOD, AIR,
BEVERAGES/WATER, PRODUCTS
and MED’s. Bioaccumulation of a
LifeStyle exposed to these chemicals
is a LifeStyle of SICKNESS.
What can you do to protect yourself,
your family, your love ones?
The answer is easy, if you know the
areas of exposures and make a
change to a LIfeStyle of Health.
In brief, you can begin to pay
attention to 4 LifeStyle areas of
Bioaccumulations;
1. AIR you BREATHE is one of the easiest to control by making sure
that your HOME AIR is “Gassed Off” weekly. All it takes is to open
ALL windows for 30 minutes and run your Home A/C for 5 minutes
of those 30 minutes. Don’t be surprised if after doing this your sinus,
headache, insomnia, asthma and the rest of known indoor air
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related illness disappear. It is amazing and sad how many people are
on medications with side-effects, just because of the effects of
sick-building-syndrome, known chemically caused illnesses, from
the concentrated HOME AIR breathed. Pay attention to your pet,
they are the “Canary in the mine”, they are the first to suffer from
enclosed chemical AIR. In our practice we have seen many
dogs/cats in a CLOSED HOME environment developing cancerous
tumors within seven years in an enclosed Home Environment.
2. Beware of INGREDIENT LIST PRODUCTS, those long names are
synthetic chemicals accumulating, even if it says “Natural”, if an
ingredient don’t grow in soil, then it is NOT NATURAL, it is created
in a lab, and contributes to bioaccumulation in your body and home
environment. The OPTIONS are Plant Based Products you make
yourself or others trained in PB-CAM Product Development can
make for you.
3. BEVERAGES/WATER you DRINK, make sure you ONLY DRINK
filtered water that you filtered at home. Reduce the amount of
“plastic water” (bottle water) you consume, since there are pieces of
plastic found in bottle water and this add to your bioaccumulation of
toxins. When it comes to BEVERAGES, avoid anything in an
Aluminum container and anything with an ingredient list of
chemicals. The “NATURAL JUICE” is NOT NATURAL with an
ingredient list of chemicals that DON’T GROW in the soil and you
need to know that sodas with all the artificial stuff, makes great
“FOOD” for INFLAMMATION, the ROOT of ALL ILLNESS.
4. FOOD you EAT is one of the hardest, but most IMPORTANT item to
change for PREVENTIVE LifeStyle. Mostly because, you are
definitely feeding your illness, whether is CANCER, DIABETES,
OBESITY, LUPUS, FIBROMYALGIA, ARTHRITIS, MUSCLE ACHES if
you are EATING INFLAMMATION FOOD, you are FEEDING your
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Illness. In brief you can begin by saying NO to KNOWN
CARCINOGENS, such as SUGAR, sugar substitutes and any food with
SUGAR, DEAD ANIMAL FOOD and PROCESSED “FOOD” they are
acid, in a state of decomposition and known to FEED CANCER and
inflammation, the root of all Illness.
The options might not be easy for some, but FEEDING SICKNESS is
NOT an OPTION for a LifeStyle of HEALTH. Why set yourself for
SICKNESS when good Health could be so Easy, if you pay attention to
those 4 areas of your LifeStyle. Do it for you, do it for your love one’s,
remember HEALTH is your WEALTH, with so much life to live, there is no
need for you to be the cause of your demise.
PLANT Based FOOD is the Healthwise way to go, this requires
cooking from scratch, you also need to begin to eliminate chemical
ingredient list “FOOD”, even if it says “NATURAL”, “VEGAN”,
“VEGETARIAN” if it has a synthetic chemical in their ingredient list, it is
NOT Health Food. Cooking from scratch let you know your ingredient list
and you will be eating; vitamins, minerals and anti inflammatory FOOD
and most importantly STARVING your ILLNESS.
For those of you who are thinking, “no
animal meat, where can I get my Protein? Check
“Protein in Plant Foods” Chart...Make NO
Mistake this is NOT a diet, but a permanent
change to a LifeStyle of Preventive Care.
Who wants a LifeStyle of SICKNESS??
PREVENTION or TREATMENT?
Your choice, your LifeStyle...
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10th

FREE EVENT-Come CAMP with us OCALA FOREST June 8th, 9th &

What the name means:
Radha and Krishna are two highly revered Hindu deities. They not only symbolize the manifestation
of the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine, but also the souls search for the Divine's love.
What you will experience:
Have you ever wanted to learn more about the inner teachings of Yoga and not just the
physical part of it? We will be exploring how yoga can be expressed in so many different forms.
Whether in the form of music, dance, art, healing, sound vibrations, smells, food, and so much more.
We will find out how yoga intertwines with all forms of self expression.
Come and enjoy daily yoga, performances, workshops, art, dancing, and live music! There
are bathrooms, picnic tables, places to have a fire, and a pool! We will also make trips to the nearby
springs.
How it works:
Admission is FREE but you must pay to camp. Camping is first come first serve basis. One
site can take max 2-tents, 2 campers in each for $22 per night additional campers pay $4 each per
night, so if 4 campers in 2 tents share a site they pay $5.50 each per night. If you'd like to camp
share please post in the event page.
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Check out Workshop Program on Event Page
https://www.facebook.com/events/153428138636439/

Our Education & Practice is motivated by today’s shocking news of present
CANCER risk, being 1 out of 2 for Men a
 nd 2 out of 3 for Women, and
studies showing 97% of illnesses as a result of our LifeStyles and 3% to
Genetics, and Genetics is the 100 plus chemicals being passed-on by both
parents to their newborns. The picture is clear from where the abundance of
today’s sickness are brewed and connected, all of the science are pointing to our
chemical consumption, absorption & bioaccumulation from the AIR we
BREATHE, WATER/BEVERAGE we Drink, PRODUCTS/MED’s we USE
& FOOD we EAT. Connecting an individual Diagnose I llness with
Chemicals in their LifeStyle. The solution is clear, Plant Based LifeStyle
Preventive Care for today’s Health Care and Maintenance.

PREVENTION or TREATMENTs? Sickness or Health? your CHOICE
Meeting the Health Needs of the times…
To deal with today’s Health Warnings and risks, we created a Preventive
LifeStyle Practice, that can be practice side-by-side with an individual Medical
Treatments. The science-based  Plant Based CAM-LifeStyle Preventive Care
Consultant Program is geared for those who what to help others with connecting
their diagnosed illness to known chemical cause, offering avoidance and Plant
Based options for a healthier life.
Prevention or Treatment? Sickness or Health? Your Choice. The choice is yours,

whether you want to FEED your illness or STARVE them. What we have seen in
many cases is reversal of many maladies believed of being caused by genetics,
“unknown”, or “old age”. Once a chemical in an individual daily life is suspected
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or connected to their diagnosed illness it is removed and the 30-days PB-CAM
protocols are implemented, results are seen in as few four days of the Program.

Our NEW L
 ifeStyle Preventive Care Consultant
Program Curriculum (3-months)

1st Month-FOOD for MEDICINE/Enclosed AIR HEALTH/WATER/BEVERAGEs
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Known illness connected to chemicals
Treatment vs Prevention
Bioaccumulation
Oxidative Stress/Oxidative Damage
FOOD that FEED ILLNESS vs FOOD that STARVES ILLNESS
Beverages/Water warnings & options
Home AIR illness-chemical connection & options
Precautionary Principle & supported science

2nd Month-PRODUCTs/MED’s USE & Plant Based OPTIONs
● Participants share feedback & hear from others on health impact of the program.
● Participants implement what they learned from their 1st month on a family
member or friend with health problems.
● Products/Med’s Warnings & Plant Based options

3rd Month-PB-CAM LifeStyle Preventive Care Consultation & Review
● Consultations; General, Preconception, Family Care, Diagnosed Illness
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●
●
●
●
●

Review of 1st & 2nd month on the Program
Plant Food Vitamins, Protein, Iron, Calcium & known benefits
Preventive Care-Complementing Medical Treatment
Unlimited access to this course for as long as you like-across any and all devices y
Consultant Program Questionnaire, Consultation Pricing & Marketing. We
include unlimited access to this course for as long as you like-across any and all
devices you own.

*Prerequisite-Registrar must have knowledge of medicinal uses of Essential Oils, Medicinal Herbs &
Plant Based Product Development.
-This Program requires Student participation, the only way to see/feel the value of the
30 day PB-CAM Program is to experience the benefits. Certification awarded upon
completion.

The PB-CAM LifeStyle Preventive Care Program is a valuable addition to any
Treatment Health Care Practice, as it looks at areas that could be the cause of an
individual illness.

Program cost $425 or 3 payments of $150. Call, message or email for
pre-registration interview or for additional info Tel.786-597-3760 email:
gotohealth2013@gmail.com for quality real-time education this course is
limited to 10 participants. Upon successful completion, participants will
receive a PB-CAM LifeStyle Preventive Care Consultant Certificate. After
Certification participants will have the opportunity to teach this course to
others who want to practice Plant-Based LifeStyle Preventive Care in their
area.
NOTICE- This Course will be available for $150 to participants enrolled in
the Essential Oil/Medicinal Herb Course PB-CAM/A-CAM Practitioner
Certification Course, upon completion. This offer will be effective for the
remaining of 2018.
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AromaTherapy Plant Based-Complementary Alternative
Medicine (A-CAM/PB-CAM) Practitioner Certification Program

-The course starts when you are ready. It is a completely
self-paced online course - you decide when you start and
when you finish, includes live participation as needed and
continuous Educational updates.
-How does lifetime access sound? After enrolling, you have
unlimited access to this course and up-dates for as long as
you like - across any and all devices you own.
-Real time live assistance as needed
Whatever Health Care you practice, the A-CAM/ PB-CAM
Alternative Medicine (PB-CAM) Practitioner P
 rogram will
teach you how to work with Plant Essential Oils and related
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Herbs in CAM practice, participants will learn how to develop their own Plant
Based Product Line.

A-CAM/PB-CAM Practitioner Program
After registration you will be issued an entry code to the web based
educational materials, which consist of;
● Complete Course Manual
● 22-Videos; Essential Oils, Medicinal Herbs, Plant Food Product
Development, Sick-Building-Syndrome & Plant Based Options for
Health Care/Maintenance.
● 14-Audio Tapes, following the manual, case studies & anecdotal
information
● FREE continue education up-date.
● Real-Time Assistance
● Membership to a A-CAN/PB-CAM Practitioner’s Private Group
Page
● The tools you need to create your own Plant Based Business
Venture.
● A FREE copy of the book “LifeStyle of the SICK & HEALTHY”
You can start any time, go on your own pace. We are here to guide you
through the Program and answer your questions, upon request.
Sounds good to you? message or call me for registration or questions...
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Make the Rest of your Life the BEST of your Life
The urgency for the creation of this document was
the recent reported rate of CANCER: 1 in 2 men, and
2 in 3 women, making CANCER a Pandemic Disease
of the 21st Century.
The combined knowledge of the cause of 2/3 of
CANCER — blamed on Lifestyle & the other 1/3rd —
blamed on Genetics, in addition to the fact that we
Breathe air, Drink beverages, Use products/meds,
and Eat food containing CANCER-causing chemicals
daily! Easy to prevent if we lower the risk of chemical
exposures in those areas, possibly eliminating the sickness itself. LifeStyles of the Sick &
Healthy will alert you, make you mad, make you smile, and make you think, but most
importantly it will provide you with illness-to-chemical awareness, and easy-to-follow
Plant-Based changes to increase your odds for a LifeStyle of Health.
The science-based information & suggested changes have proven to be a HealthWise
Lifestyle change for many. Simple to implement, with results felt within the 1st week of
the program. It can easily be incorporated side-by-side with any other Health Practice &
Treatments.
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Just $9.99 in .PDF format!....Buy NOW
http://plantbasedcam.com/lifestyles-of-the-sick-healthy-21st-century-su
rvival-guide-by-m-a-cisneros-abreu/
About Miguel A. Cisneros-Abreu…
Miguel's

Research, Education & Practice began
in the late 80's motivated by the therapeutic
properties of Plant Medicines for the common
ailments of the times. Offering an option to the
side-effect risks of synthetic Med’s.
In the 90’s he began to observed the many
chemically based products we daily use and
began to gather scientific data and observation on
chemical to illnesses connection, opening the door
to the possible cause of many of our illnesses.
Gathering new scientific data on the Health Risks
of Chemicals in the Air we Breathe, in the
Water/Beverage we Drink, in the Products/Med’s we Use and, in the FOODs we Eat.
Many years of observation/results of a LifeStyle change to plant based options, led him
to begin to write, the protocols of practice for an evolving Plant Health Profession, he
named, Plant Based-Complementary Alternative Medicine (PB-CAM).
During late 90’s and mid-2000’s his quest took him to Native American Tribes
and Life Keepers (Medicine men/women), where he served as a consultant to the
Oneida Tribe’s Organic farm, this is where he learned the value of herbs and other
natural healing concepts. He has helped hundreds of people through his Plant
Based-CAM Practice, Education & Recommendations. He is the author of
“AromaTherapy in Complementary Alternative Medicine(A-CAM) Certification
Program”, a Web-Based Program, offered to those with interest in working with,
Essential Oils and Medicinal Herb, develop their own Product Line and helping others
with chemical exposures awareness and options.
The “PB-CAM LifeStyle Preventive Care Consultant Certification Program” a
science based evolving profession complementing today’s health care and
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maintenance, working side-by-side with an individual’s Medical Treatments, looking at
the science that is seldom looked at, in a Medical Consultation,connecting illness to
chemicals in the AIR we breathe, WATER/BEVERAGES we DRINK,
PRODUCTS?MEDs we use and FOOD we EAT. Introducing the time-tested, result
oriented thirty day PB-CAM Program, Offering chemical exposure(s) awareness and
Plant-Based options for a Healthier Lifestyles. In 2017 he wrote and published “LifeStyle
of the SICK and HEALTHY” an informative book on the awareness of
chemical-to-illness connection, and offered Plant Based Options to a Healthier LifeStyle.
Educational programs can be found on www.plantbasedCAM.com . Course
information and recommendations are based on today’s health warnings collected from
the National Institute of Health, the EPA, the National Toxicology Program, and the uses
of Plant Medicines in Medical History, as well as many years of observation and
practical experience.
In 2016 the shocking news of the latest rate of Cancer risk, reported to be 1 out
of 2 for Men and 2 out of 3 for Woman, coupled with the information of ⅔ of all Cancers
are related to Lifestyles, and the other ⅓ to genetics, served as a strong motivator for
his book “LifeStyles of the SICK & HEALTHY”, introducing an affectual "Four week
LifeStyle Program" to better Health.
Today Miguel continues his research and practice, educating others on the
health risk of chemicals in daily life, and the options and benefits of a Plant-Based
Lifestyle. His many years of visionary work, has earn him the recognition by those who
follows his teachings and protocols as a “Pioneer in Plant-Based Complementary
Alternative Medicine”. At present he resides at the edge of the Ocala Forest, in Central
Florida, working on his third book, writing a “HealthWise Bi-Monthly News” sharing
today’s Health warnings, promoting Plant Based options to better Health.
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If you are a Professional AromaTherapist I suggest you visit
www.pureplantessentialoils.com , these are the A-CAM Essential Oils
Miguel used, observed, documented and based his formulations, research,
education & practice for the past 30 years. A-CAM time-tested 100% Pure
Plant Essential Oils you can trust.
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Many thanks for your interest, we will continue our commitment &
passion…if you ever have any questions, email us at
education@plantbasedCAM.com or call us at 786-597-3760
Join us on FaceBook ...

www.facebook.com/groups/PLANTHEALTHFOOD

www.facebook.com/groups/plantbasedsociety

www.facebook.com/groups/CANCERBEATINGTHEODDS
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www.facebook.com/PlantBasedCAM
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